
Jule’s Foods, maker of 
artisanal vegan cashew Brie, 

and SMBX Announce New 
Small Business Bond Offering 

After an increase in sales by 175% in 2020, Jule’s Foods 
partners with the first small business capital marketplace, SMBX 
to allow small businesses to offer bonds directly to the public, 
empowering communities to invest locally. 

CARLSBAD, Calif.- After the wild ride that 2020 was, Jule’s Foods has seen unprecedented 
growth and needs to scale up their business in order to fulfill the demand customers are 
asking for. As a result, Jule’s Foods, a women owned-and-operated Artisanal Vegan Brie 
Company, announced the launch Jule’s Foods (JULS) Small Business Bond™ offering with 
SMBX, a marketplace for buying and selling small-business bonds. The offering enables the 
community to invest in the business directly with as little as $10, providing the business a 
faster, local pathway to capital. The offering is open until April 16, 2021.

“Jule’s Foods is driven to challenge the dairy industry”

Funds will be used to increase production of products. This includes an Aging Room, 
refrigeration and larger capacity cashew grinder as well as moving to a dedicated space 
which will need some improvements. Jule’s Foods intend to use some money for working 
capital to bring on production staff, new packaging and goods like more cashews. 

https://julesfoods.net/
https://investor.thesmbx.com/app/auction/Jule's_Foods


 We’ve been contacted by some larger grocery stores and have not been able to take on this 
new business unless we are able to increase our product output. We are excited and look 
forward to fulfilling these opportunities.  These fund will help us realize these goals.

“We believe that people want power over their money, that people would rather directly invest 
in businesses in their communities and share in the profits than keep their money in a zero-
interest bank account,” said SMBX CEO Benjamin James. “The Small Business Bond gives 
them this opportunity.”

“Jule’s Foods is driven to challenge the dairy industry”, by creating dairy-free Brie that looks 
and tastes as good as traditional Brie. Jule’s believes the only way to disrupt the the system is 
to grow the company and integrate into the main stream traditional distribution channels. 

Partnering with SMBX allows an incredible opportunity for this community to invest in their 
own space and funnel capital back into their neighborhood.”

Through the SMBX mobile app or website, individuals can bid to invest for free, become a 
lender with as little as $10, and receive monthly payouts. SMBX completes and files all 
necessary paperwork for participating companies, markets the fixed-interest bonds, and hosts 
bond auctions. After each auction closes, companies receive their capital and pay investors 
principal plus interest. SMBX does not collect unless the company reaches its investment 
goal, at which point a 3.5% service fee is applied to the total of raised funds.

About SMBX

SMBX is the first small business capital marketplace for issuing and buying small business 
bonds. Founded in 2016 in San Francisco, Calif., SMBX is ushering in a new model of finance 
by cutting out the middle man and enabling small businesses to offer bonds directly to the 
public without banks and standard regulatory fees.

About Jule’s Foods

The founders Jule’s Foods, Julie Van Dam and Stephen Janke, are passionate about vegan 
cheese. In 2014, Julie was diagnosed with Stage 4 Colorectal Cancer. After this life-changing 
experience they committed to a plant based, healthy lifestyle.  The couple wanted to share 
this lifestyle and their love of fine foods by creating, Jule's Foods. Jule’s Foods mission is to 
fulfill your cheese craving. We hear it everyday, “The one thing I can’t give up is cheese!” So 
we’ve created an inspired plant based cheese company.
Jule’s Foods is dedicated to quality specialty vegan cheese products that enables vegans and 
non-vegans alike to live a healthy lifestyle without compromising their gastronomical 
experience. Its flagship product is a cashew-based brie: a creamy, delicious vegan cheese 
that is completely dairy free, animal cruelty free and environmentally friendly. Most 



importantly, it has received superior reviews from chefs and consumers alike on both taste 
and texture. 

At their location in Carlsbad, CA, Jule’s Foods team creates their artisanal cheeses. The Brie 
is Aged for over 2 weeks until it is ripens to perfection, hand wrapped then sent out to 
consumers. Jule’s Foods products are now in over 50 retailers and restaurants nationwide 
and available direct to customers via shipping in the US.

Contacts
Julie Van Dam 
jules@julesveganfoods.com 
310-980-4697


